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Background-System Optimization 

• Nexus 6 was always connected to 
the same AP.

• SpeedCheck and SpeedPro are the 
latency and throughput 
measurement tools.

• We had the values with very high 
variance and we were unable to 
explain the reason.

• When the battery level was low, the 
scrolling of webpages was not 
smooth with lower battery levels.

• These two observations convinced 
us that some battery—aware 
optimizations are happening. 

As the battery ages, the voltage drop due to discharge load 
would cross the limit of the cut-off voltage threshold when there 
is a  small amount of charge is available. This would shut down 
the device.



Background- System Optimization

Nexus 6 has four homogeneous cores. 
We logged the available cores in the 
Background.

Round #1, 2 (early 2019)
(2 cores unplugged)

Round #3, 4 (early 2020)
(1-2 cores unplugged)

Nexus 6 also applies frequency scaling.



Impact of System Optimization
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Figure 1: Impact of system optimization on CPU usage, WiFi (W) and LTE (4G) network performance on Nexus 6. Round#1,2

weretaken oneyear earlier than Round#3,&4. Thenetwork performance measurements in (b), (c), (d) wereconducted for Round#1&2.

(3) TheVPN-based applications behave like an in situ middlebox,

and like most middleboxes they fail to recognize the application

intended optimizations expressed via socket options. As a conse-

quence, these tools are unable to capture the intended behavior of

applications in their tra c traces (§3).

(4) Various applications, such as multimedia streaming, rely on

on-device latency and throughput measurements to optimize the

streaming or live broadcasting [12]. These applications may esti-

mate ambiguous latency and throughput in the presence of the

VPN-based tools, as we demonstrate with the latency and through-

put measurement tools. In the presence of PvG, SpeedCheck [1]

estimates on-device latency instead of the network latency. Simi-

larly, VoPdoubles the uplink throughput estimates (§4).

We are the rst to highlight the presence and e ect of battery

performance aware system optimization and the impact of mea-

surement tools on mobile network and application performance.

We summarize the sources of the above ambiguous or imperfect

measurement results and discuss how these tools can be extended

for moreaccurate measurements (§5).

2 IMPACT OF SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

The power management of modern mobile systems relies heavily

on OSmodules, i.e., governors. These modules optimize the energy

consumption of a device by throttling CPU usage or trading the

performance for longer battery life [20, 23]. An individual hardware

component also may sleep and use some inactivity timers to avoid

unnecessary energy consumption [17].

During the network throughput measurements on Nexus 6, we

observed throughput values with very large spread. Our further

investigation revealed that the sources of such inconsistency had

been the following optimizations by the Android system.

Figure 1 (a) shows 4 discharge rounds of Nexus 6 running An-

droid 7.0. The top two rounds were conducted in early 2019, and

we notice that Nexus 6 uses only two cores when the battery level

is below 20%. Such observations werepreviously reported for other

Nexus devices [4, 5]. Further investigation revealed that the active

cores operate at the maximum frequency of 1.73 GHz when the

battery level is below 20%. When the battery level is above 20%,

all the four cores become active and operate at their maximum

frequency of 2.65 GHz. Wealso observed that theutilization of core

di ers as the battery ages. Speci cally, we observe a lower number

of available CPU cores, even with a higher battery level in Round#3

and Round#4. These rounds were conducted one year later than

the other rounds. During these rounds, we randomly used Nexus 6

for browsing with Chrome, which caused the transitions to lower

CPU cores when the battery levels were below 50%, as shown in

the gure.
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Figure 2: Impact of batter y level on LTE modulation

scheme. Four samplesfrom Network Signal Guru during thethrough-

put measurements.

During the rst two rounds, we quanti ed the impact of these

optimizations on network performance. Speci cally, weused Speed-

Check [1] (paid) and measured the latency and throughput on

Nexus 6 (Android 7.0) with both WiFi and LTE. Each of the above

four scenarios wasrepeated ten times, and theresults arepresented

in Figure 1. Figure 1 (b) shows that while hot unplugging of CPU

cores on Android has a negligible impact on the latency, its im-

pacts on throughput is signi cant. The availability of additional

CPU cores, when the battery level is above 20%, improves the I/O

performance across both WiFi and LTE.

Furthermore, WiFi uplink throughput improves almost four

times when the battery level is above 20%compared to when it is

below 20%(Figure1 (c)). In contrast, the downlink throughput does

not degrade signi cantly with the lower battery level (Figure 1 (d)).

Thecloser inspections of the MAC layer frames revealed that the

WiFi radio of the Nexus 6 switches from 802.11ac to 802.11g mode

when the battery level drops below 20%. This implies that modern

Android devices adapt dynamic modulation schemes limiting the

WiFi uplink throughput.

Similar to WiFi, we further looked into the physical layer modu-

lation scheme used by the mobile device in the LTE network. We

rooted theNexus 6 and installed Network Signal Guru [7] that sam-

ples LTE physical layer parameters every 500 ms. Figure 2 shows

that the modulation schemes are 16QAM (Quadrature Amplitude

CPU core and frequency scaling
do not impact the latency.

There is dynamic modulation scaling 
to limit the WiFi transmit power and 
this the WiFi uplink throughput.

CPU core and frequency scaling
Impacts WiFi downlink throughput.

CPU core and frequency scaling
impacts LTE uplink/downlink 
throughput.

Adaptive career aggregation could 
be applied for LTE-A. 



VPN-based Traffic Measurement and 
Analysis Tools

Lumen/PvG: on-device packet analysis, 
whether any application is stealing personal 
or privacy sensitive information online.

Video Optimizer / ARO: Traffic capture and offline analysis.

VoP/ARO/Lumen/PvG implements Android VPN service and 
transport protocols. 

TCP Handshake Implementation (VoP/Lumen)

VoP/Lumen Server

SYN
connect()

SYNACK

PvG Server

SYN

connect()SYNACK

TCP Handshake Implementation (PvG)

Kernel

Kernel



Impactc on TCP Traffic

SpeedCheck uses TCP connect () API,  (SYN-
SYNACK pair) to measure the latency. 

SpeedCheck implements a single TCP 
connection and uses large socket buffer to 
measure throughput.

SpeedTest uses multiple request/response 
pairs over TCP to measure the latency. 

SpeedTest uses multiple parallel TCP flows to 
measure throughput.

VoP estimates higher uplink throughput: 
the underlying reason is the large TCP buffer and 
artificial delay.

Lumen/PvG estimates lower uplink 
throughput: the underlying reason is the 
smaller buffer for the newly created TCP 
flows.

PvG estimates very low latency using
SpeedCheck, due to the TCP Handshake 
Implementation.



Impacts on TCP Traffic : socket options

We logged the socket data read/write events and captured traffic using tcpdump



Impacts on UDP Traffic

We were unable to use 
these applications with 
PvG.

With VoP, the VoIP 
applications suffered from 
QoE issues as the outgoing 
packets were delayed.



Conclusions and Future Work
• All these measurement tools modify the 

protocol headers. Video optimizer and privacy 

guard introduce fixed  outgoing and incoming 

packet delays, respectively. The delay 

reduces the energy consumption of device.

• Lumen applies adaptive sleeping algorithm 

and avoids such delay. Therefore, Lumen can 

be extended for traffic capturing as well.

• We believe Snapdragon chipset models 8xx 

comes with such optimization.   However, 

measurements on Mobile devices should be 

conducted when the device is fully charged 

(80-100%) and mentioning such contexts are 

essential.

• Crowdsourced investigation 

of system optimization with 

hundred of device models.

• Impact of fake battery 

(PowerMonitor) on the 

measurements. 



Thank you


